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With around 8,000 customers
...across the UK, phs Greenleaf ensures each  
customer is assigned an account manager  
to coordinate every part of the process  
from initial design to installation.
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phs Greenleaf
With over 25 years’ experience of providing planting and landscaping 
services to businesses throughout the UK, we have the knowledge 
of providing our services in a variety of sectors including, hospitality, 
retail, facilities management and public sector.

Why choose our bespoke services...
Our bespoke range is the perfect way to create a striking and 
impressive feature especially in premises with limited space.

phs Greenleaf aim to create an impressive feature in your working 
space. We offer a wide service of real or artificial plants and flowers, 
from a simple indoor hanging basket to a large feature living wall. 
Creating an individual style and statement to your premises is an 
essential part of your overall business look. Our bespoke range 
allows you to create your own unique look for your workplace. We 
can help you choose and suggest what plants would best suit your 
environment or we can leave the designing completely up to you.

We provide… 

Expertise
Our team have the experience to design and  
deliver plant displays that best suit your environment, 
light and colour scheme.

Quality
Plants are sourced from MPS certified growers  
who are committed to sustainable CSR programmes.

Service
We will design, install and service the plant displays  
to ensure they always look their best.
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Indoor living walls turn a stressful  
workspace into a attractive and  
positive environment. 

A well-designed flourishing living wall is the perfect  
feature to make that lasting impression in a workplace.  
Our living walls are perfect for adding colour and texture  
to your workplace. We can help you design and choose  
the plants to fit your requirement.

The living wall is fitted to your wall with our unique  
bracket system where your plants can grow and flourish. 

Sizing :

A wall can be built in different ways to fill the 
space you require, either by using our 8 standard 
sizes or by choosing to have a bespoke design 
which can be produced to order.

Living walls
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Our living walls are available in - (W x H mm) :
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Benefits :

•  Watering system lasts up to 4 weeks

•  Boosts productivity

•  Eye-catching feature

•  Adds texture to the wall 

•  Creates a more relaxing environment 

•   Help filter and combat computer emissions

•  Reduces noise level

•  Available in real or artificial flowers

Bespoke designs to suit you
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phs Greenleaf living walls are suitable for interior and exterior spaces.

Add a striking feature to the outside of your building.  
Outdoor living walls are perfect for adding colour and  
texture to a boring space. Whether you need to disguise 
eyesores, reinvent urban landscapes or enhance any  
cityscape, we will help you design and choose the plants  
that will best suit your project.

Outdoor living walls

Benefits :

•   Protects your exterior walls from harsh 

weather conditions

•   Shows a forward thinking and eco responsible 

corporate ethos

•   Stand out from competitors and attract  

new customers

•  Add natural sound insulation 

•  Available in real or artificial flowers

•   Our modular system makes installation  

and maintenance easy

What is involved in maintaining a living wall?

Service visits are set at 16 per annum, which includes 
everything from watering (if this isn’t plumbed in), 
deadheading the plants, cleaning the foliage and  
feeding the plants (if required). 

The cost of a living wall depends on the detailing  
and design you choose. If you would like to enquire  
about your project, contact our team for a free quote  
on 0800 090 2325.

*Images supplied by Scotscape

Create a striking and impressive feature



The types of moss that are available to choose from: 

1.  Bun moss 

Widley used for its raised appearance 
and unique texture. 

•  Can fit any size wall or frame

•  For interior use only

•  Only available in green 

2.  Reindeer Moss: 

Can be coloured to match your 
company’s logo and branding. 

•  Can fit any size wall or frame

•  For interior use only

•  Available in a variety of colours
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A moss wall is a great feature to any workplace, giving the illusion that moss  
is growing out of the walls. This is a great way to make a statement in any working 
environment, making your premises look modern and unique. 

Our moss walls are preserved naturally so do not require  
any watering or sunlight, making them perfect for all  
types of interior environments. These are particularly  
good for an environment that doesn’t get much sunlight  
and a busy workplace where maintenance on the plant  
isn’t top of priority.

phs Greenleaf moss walls can be put together  
similar to the living wall. They are available in 8 sizes  
or a bespoke panelling can be made in order to suit  
your specific requirements.

Moss wall

Benefits :

•  Easy to maintain

•  Boosts productivity

•  Reduces noise level

•  Eye-catching feature 

•  Adds texture to walls

•  Creates a more relaxing environment 

•  Zero maintenance

1000 x 1000

Our moss walls are available in sizes - (W x H mm) :
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Zero maintenance due  
to organic preservation

These can be used singly or in conjunction with each other to create the design that suits your space. 
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Plant room dividers are perfect way to divide large open spaces 
into areas of your choice. Segregating areas creates character 
and allows light to flow through the space. 

A room divider can help contain and absorb echoing in a large 
workspace. Reception areas and places that are open to the 
public often use room dividers as partitions to guide visitors, 
creating a welcoming and attractive first impression. 

The room dividers are available in different shapes and sizes 
to fit into your workspace. Low room dividers are perfect for 
seating areas to create the illusion of a different space.

Room dividers

Benefits :

•  Versatile addition to an office design

•  Different sizes available

•  Easily relocated

•  Reduce noise level

•  Eye-catching feature 

•  Boosts productivity
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Plants are an easy way to style  
up even the most boring of spaces
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Benefits :

•  Eye-catching feature

•  Adds texture to a ceiling 

•  Easy to maintain 

•  Boosts productivity

Why not stand out from the crowd  
with our indoor hanging baskets?

A indoor hanging basket is the perfect and trendy way to make 
a feature in a small space. Not only are indoor hanging baskets 
aesthetically pleasing, they are perfect for large spaces and 
high ceilings. This creates a warmer welcoming environment 
making an area not feel as bare and cold.

Indoor hanging baskets
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Perfect for limited space
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Why phs Greenleaf?

Get in touch

For enquiries on our bespoke range please contact our team on: 

0800 090 2322 greenleafenquiries@phs.co.uk

DID YOU KNOW?

We have  
116 qualified,  
trained and 
experienced 
technicians.

With our nationwide service, phs Greenleaf  
can guarantee a regular and reliable service  
with our fully equipped and qualified team.

Depending on your budget and requirements, we offer different levels  
of service and maintenance to suit your needs. Our service includes watering  
and feeding the plants as well as pruning and cleaning when necessary.

Our trained technicians will install your display at a time that suits you.

Working with our designers…

Every project we work on is planned with precision. We provide written method 
statements and risk assessments for every installation and ensure all relevant 
aspects of health and safety are fully covered. 

Our team of experts are happy to help in a way that suits you and your project.  
If you are interested in our bespoke service or require further information,  
please contact our team.

You will receive

•   Installation and maintenance by our specialist  
major projects team experienced in horticulture

•   Project management and method/risk assessments  
of the installation

•   Your own point of contact throughout the project  
and after installation

We offer :

•  Free consultation

•  Free site survey

•  Flexible service to suit your needs

•   A team of specialists to help discuss  
options and costs


